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Price, Baxley victorious in landslide election
by Jack A. McKenzie
Editor-in-Chief
Voting in record numbers, Clemson
University students Tuesday elected
Harold Price to become the new student
body president and Mike Baxley to become
the new student body vice president.
At the same time, in the two women's
dorms, Manning and Sanders Hall, where
the question of the sign-in, sign-out policy
was re-voted on, a majority of residents in
each dorm voted to abolish the sign-in,
sign-out rule.
Both Price and Baxley won their races

Price

with landslide margins. Of 3035 votes cast
for President, Price received 2323 votes or
76.5 percent. His nearest competitor, Jim
Gilchrist, polled 513 votes or 16.9 percent.
The third presidential candidate on the
ballot, Lisa Lewis, received 99 votes, and a
write-in campaign for candidate Garry
Bruce produced 86 votes for him.
Results from the vice presidential
contest showed Baxley with 2315 of the 3009
votes cast. David Southerland came in
second with 487 votes, and Steve Stevens
trailed in a distant third with 198.
Percentages of the vice presidential
votes showed Baxley getting 76.9 percent,
Southerland getting 16.2 and Stevens
getting 6.6.
Assorted write-in votes accounted for
the remainder of votes in each race.
Concerning the referendum on sign-in in
Manning and Sanders, residents there
were allowed to vote again due to a ruling
by the Student Supreme Court which cited
voting irregularities in the earlier
referendum on sign-in as valid grounds for
appeal of the original votes.
In neither dorm had a majority of the
residents voted to abolish the requirement
that women residents sign-in their male
guests. Tuesday's results, however,
produced just the opposite with 251 voters
choosing to eliminate the rule in Manning
and 92 voting to do awy with it in Sanders.
In Manning, 217 votes would have been
sufficient, and Sanders needed only 78.
Sixty-nine voted to keep sign-in in Manning, and 37 voted to keep it in Sanders.
As for the campus-wide races for High
and Low Court positions, Charlie West,
"Wende Forrest, Cathy Curtain, Karen

Reynolds and Brooks Holmes were elected
to the High Court; Cathy Bray, Ginny
Kissell and James Davis were elected to
the Low Court.
The number of votes cast for president
constituted record participation by
students in student body elections. Last
year approximately 2900 students voted.
This is also the first time in several
years that a run-off has not been necessary
to decide the presidency.
Commenting on the election in an interview with the Tiger Wednesday, Price
expressed excitement over the large
number of voters and over the large
percentage of his victory.
"I feel that I can be truly representative
of the student next year because of the
large percentage of voters who supported
me."
Asked how the mandate he has received
from the voters will aid him in discharging
his duties, Price responded, "When I go to
the administration, I feel that now they'll
have to listen to what I'm saying because I
represent so many students.
"I think I'll be able to get the students
behind me better than other presidents
have been able to. I'll be able to call on
people and feel reasonably sure they'll
respond favorably.
Baxley was unavailable for comment
Wednesday, having gone to Boston as a
member of Clemson's delegation to the
Harvard Model United Nations. He stated
Tuesday night, however, on WSBF's
"Progressively Speaking", "I'm happy
with the faith that the students have shown
they have in me, and I intend to return
their faith with my work as vice

Baxley

president."
He said he plans to start to work early on
the issues of concern to students, and
added, "I know Harold and I will be able to
work well together."
Price agreed with Baxley's analysis of
their relationship. "Mike and I have
worked in the svstem together for a long
time. We don't always agree on things,
which I think is good because it demands
that we hear each other's ideas and then
develop a compromise.
"It's not going to be me running things
next year — it's going to be Mike, the
cabinet and everyone in Student Govern(continued to page eight)

Proposed limits may change textile industry
by Chester S. Spell
Features Editor
The cotton industry, one of the most
important for this area of the state, may be
in for big changes.
This is the belief of John Hatcher, of the
textile science department, who has been
studying cotton dust and its harmful effects for the past five years.
Hatcher says that proposed federal
standards on cotton dust levels would have
an enormous impact on the cotton and
textile industries. The stricter standards
would require rebuilding processing mills
that would hurt the smaller mills. "They
don't have the capital to do that," Hatcher
said, "so they would have to close the mills
or switch to producing entirely synthetic
fibers."
If the need for cotton for mills
decreased, this would also mean that
American cotton growers would have to
find a new buyer in the foreign markets.
Hatcher's study in this area began when
he came to the Clemson textile science
department. "Because of my background
as an engineer in environmental systems
and work in life support systems, I was

questioned about the cotton dust
situation," he said.
"Several groups then decided to work on
the effects of cotton dust on textile
workers," Hatcher stated. "Researchers
from the Medical University of South
Carolina and our processing lab have
shown interest in studying the effects of
cotton dust on workers," he added.
Occupational hazards from working in
cotton processing mills have been
generally known as "brown lung disease."
The disease affects breathing and can
totally disable a person.
Levels of cotton dust inhaled by the
workers are commonly indicated by a test
sampler worn by the worker.
The current maximum exposure level of
cotton dust in the plants is one miligram
per cubic meter of air inhaled over an
eight-hour working period. The National
Institute for Occupational Safety suggests
that the U.S. Department of Labor set a
new limit at a fifth of a milligram in a
cubic meter of air at any time, as
measured by a stationary sampler.
According to his research Hatcher feels
that both the stationary and worker-worn
samplers are inaccurate. The stationary

sample can measure dust concentration at
only one place in a mill where concentration may vary, while the personal
test sampler measures only 15 percent of
the dust that can be inhaled.
He also feels that the present limit
should be maintained until more information and better measurement
methods are available.
"This is not to say that I feel that the
industry should not be protecting its
employees," Hatcher stressed.
"A standard that will protect employees
and still allow the industry to operate," is
what he maintains can be set after more
research has been done.
Hatcher also says that injured workers
can be compensated fairly only after the
current research has been accomplished.
"Undoubtedly, some have been damaged
and should be compensated," he said, "but
many others should not be compensated."
There is no date set for the completion of
the research on cotton dust, but Hatcher
says he will be finished when "we find the
answer to exposure problems of textile
mill employees to cotton dust and what
measures we can take to protect them."
Hatcher also commented on the present

trends in the textile industry and how this
affects an area in which the industry is so
important. "I would say that this industryis important all over the southeast," he
noted.
"Cotton production over the past few
years," Hatcher contended, "has become
stable, whereas the use of man-made fiber
has increased, making the percentage of
cotton used in the market decreased. If the
new standards were put into effect," he
continued, "the cotton production would
become an extra burden on the mills
financially—a cost which would naturally
be passed on to the consumer."
"It would be a question of whether the
public wants to pay more for the cotton
product than it does now, all because of the
new standards and rebuilding and
retooling costs," Hatcher maintained.
"The big problem," he said, "is that the
small manufacturers that could not afford
rebuilding mills in accordance to the
changed standards, could be forced out of
business."
Hatcher said that this would change the
cotton industry from one with small
companies into "just a few large companies."

TH£TAfi£A
Voting results praised
Tuesday has come and gone. New student
body officers have been elected. The question
of sign-in, sign-out has been decided at least
for now.
So one might ask, "What more can be said
that has not already been said?"
We answer by saying that something should
give a plug to those students who showed
wisdom enough to participate in Tuesday's
experiment with democracy.
The charge of student apathy has been
kicked around by just about everyone for as
long as we can remember. People in general
just do not seem to care about anything but
those things which directly and immediately
affect them.
But, thank goodness, there is a core of individuals who refuse not to be involved. This
core seems dangerously small at times, but
here at Clemson, however, the core seems to
be expanding — though the expansion appears
to be an extremely slow process.
The number of students voting Tuesday was
nowhere near the enrollment here. This is
unfortunate, but not terribly discouraging
when one considers national norms. Everyone
is never going to exercise the freedoms and
rights we in this country have.
What is encouraging is that the number who
are willing to become involved in the struggle
to preserve these rights for everyone to enjoy
is increasing.
Returning to Clemson, we find it most encouraging that for once the students seem to
have spoken with one voice. The results of
Tuesday's voting can not be ignored. Harold
Price and Mike Baxley are the choices of an
overwhelming majority of the concerned
students at Clemson.
In making these choices, students have
shown their desire for experience and
responsibility in the people holding the top
offices in Student Government. We find this
desire to be a refreshing change from the past
when slogans and signs and promises were all
it took to get elected.
And as for the referendum, students have
shown they feel themselves to be responsible
enough to conduct their private lives as they
wish without interference.
By voting to abolish sign-in, students voted
for a chance to prove themselves responsible
enough to deserve the freedom to behave
intelligently and within acceptable limits. .
By voting to keep sign-in, other students
voted for a chance to prove themselves
responsible enough to live by self-imposed
rules. Rules are the essence of a successful
society, and accepting rules is a necessary
part of one's existence within society.
In either case, the choice lay with the
students, and the students have made their
choice.
So now what? Where do we go from here?
We continue what we have begun. We prove
we can handle responsibility. We prove we are
worthy of the trust we have placed in ourselves.
To the candidates who won, we offer our
congratulations. To those who did not win, we
offer our commendation for making an effort.
And to everyone, we offer a challenge — we
challenge you to get involved, stay involved
and make Clemson the kind of place where
students are heard and not just seen.
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Letters
WSBF blasted by
Staff member
As a WSBF staffer for three
years, I feel I am qualified to
state my opinions on recent articles that have appeared in your
nespaper. Before I continue on let
newspaper. Before I continue on
let me make one statement — I
am biased.
Stowe stated in their editorial and
article on February 26 that WSBF
had "made great strides towards
becoming a good news medium"
and "taken a more active role in
relating campus and events." I
disagree.
One
show,
"Progressively Speaking," does
not make WSBF "a good news
medium."
"Progressively Speaking has
had several intersting shows, but,
for the most I feel the show has
been a launching pad for Russell
Cassell's ego. When is the last
time you have heard on WSBF—
1. Interviews with performers
or groups that the CSU or the
CDA have brought to Clemson?
2. Interviews with guest
speakers brought to Clemson by
the Speaker's Bureau?
3. Interviews with a board of
trustees member, a student
senator, a faculty senate
member, or a member of the
administration?
Why was no news coverage
given to the Steve Stevens' fiasco,
the Walker, Hendricks, and
Raynal dismissal, and the cancellation of the Buffet-Chapin
concert?
I would also like to comment on
the firing from the WSBF senior
staff of Bill Walker, David
Hendrecks, and Gordon Raynal.
In the January 22 Tiger CD.
Langston (business director of
WSBF) says, "Their violation of
FCC rules was our entire consideration in disciplining Hendricks, Raynal, and Walker."
However, since that time one

particular night-time announcer
has deliberately played an obscenity on his show on two different occasions. This is the same
word that Hendricks, Walker,
and Raynal were disciplined for
placing on a promotional cart.
Nothing was said to the nighttime announcer. Why?
When I confronted Bob
Mackney, a senior staffer, with
the above fact (March 1), he said
that they (the Board of Directors
of WSBF disciplined Raynal,
Walker, and Hendricks for
destroying a cart. This past week
Kirk Brague's promotional cart
for his show was deliberately
destroyed. Nothing was done to
find out who destroyed the cart
Why?
Different members of the
Board of Directors of WSBF have
told me that there was no personal vendetta against Hendricks, Walker, and Raynal.
Believe it, if you will.
David Matthews

Radio station
Questioned
Concerning the questions asked
of Mr. Steve Stevens, vice
presidential candidate, from
WSBF staffers about the Taps
controversy, I would like to know
how his involvement with the
Washington trip affected his
mental capacity to make
judgements. Mr. Stevens and
several other members of Taps
don't seem, to me, to have been
affected mentally. Therefore, I
see no reason that it should have
been brought up.
The trip to Washington had no
connection whatsoever with this
campaign. They did not know it
was against University policies.
The Washington trip is no
Watergate. It didn't involve any
internal political scandal; it only
concerned just the Taps staff. I
think it was unfair that WSBF
attacked him with questions

about this. Questions should have
been related to CAMPAIGN
ISSUES. Mr. Stevens should not
have been hung for this one incident.
Unfortunately, certain people
in the school media insisted upon
making this a political issue, and
have tried to hang a noose around
Mr. Stevens' neck. They should
be happy, seeing as how they
succeeded. WSBF is a fine one to
ask questions. It seems to me
they have enough internal
problems of their own without
troubling to worry about those of
other people.
Renee Lowe

Why should you
Have voted?
Although I am a member of the
Editorial Board of the Tiger, and
therefore last week's lead
editorial headed "Election
procedures need reforming"
represented my opinion, I must
take issue with it.
The final and ultimate point of
the editorial was that students
should vote, but, for the life of
me, I can think of no reason for
students to have voted in last
Tuesday's kangaroo student body
elections, in which "campaigning" was all a big game, a
time for ripping down of opponents' posters, for underhanded and unethical attempts to destroy opponents'
candidacies, and for superficial
hand shaking and smiles (in
other words, politics as usual).
"Playing reporter" was
another big game, this one for the
media at Clemson, specifically
the student journalists at the
Tiger and WSBF. The Tiger tried,
and was to a degree successful,
not to play politics with the
newspaper.
WSBF may have tried to be
objective also, but \vho could tell
for sure? I am of course referring
(continued to page three)
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Letters
(continued from page two)
specifically to having WSBF staff
members who were directly
involved in campaigns conducting interviews with the
candidates, to Russel Cassel's
abrasive and obviously biased
questions and comments aimed
at one of the vice presidential
candidates, and to
Bob
Mackney's near endorsement of
Harold Price for President last
Monday night on WSBF.
Somehow,
student
body
elections have degenerated from
the sick joke they have always
been to a more serious and cruel
joke, one that has even further
tainted the already badly tainted
student government at Clemson.
Steve Matthews

Voters thanked
by Price
I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who
gave me their vote of confidence
in Tuesday's election. I would
also like to give a very special
thank you to my campaign
manager, John Shell; my advisory committee; and to all of
you who supported me. I hope
that I can be as dedicated to you
in the coming year as you have
been to me in these last few
weeks.
I promise to represent you well
next year and to let you know that
Student Government is not
dead—it has merely been dormant and I, with your help, would
like to wake it up....
Harold Price

Blake criticizes
Tiger review
In regards to Harry Bayne's
latest critique on the recent
Chronicle issue it was said that,
my art work is "A great conversation piece." All I ask now is
that you please turn the page
unside down which is actually
right side up since the work was
printed bottoms up. Who has ever
heard of breasts sagging upward,
hair hanging skyward or
ballerinas bouncing gracefully on
their heads! Also my illustration
on page 27 which you said "could
stand alone on its own merits" —
Please turn it too upside down for
it too was printed bottoms up
reversing its total meaning.
Jack Blake

Clemson Players
'A delight'
It has been a general rule in the
past that many students have
made an effort to complain about
the inadequacy of various
struggling student organizations.
In an effort to change that trend,
I would like to praise the Clemson
Players for the excellent job they
have been doing, especially with
respect to the current play, "The
Merry Wives of Windsor."
The costumes are fantastic, the
actors extremely enthusiastic,
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and the accents and lines have
been mastered. Even though this
play is not considered one of
Shakespeare's better comedies,
the Players made it a delight for
me.
I appreciate the time and effort
all of the Clemson Players have
put into this production, and I
sincerely hope they will keep up
the good work!
Katherine Holland

Who the Hell
Is Harry Bayne?
There are two things that I
must know. First, who the hell is
Harry Bayne? Second, why did
the Tiger shove off the all too
important task of critically
reviewing the Chronicle on some
foolishly malicious sophomore
English major who obviously has
not the critical eye, the talent, or
the ability to rise to the occasion.
It can easily be seen from his
review that his critical effort
lacked taste and aptitude.
Mr. Bayne is not a very perceptive reader. His comments
concerning D. Robert's "My
Page" underscore this. His
praise when given, is overdone. If
a piece does not just suit him he
becomes venomous. As a result,
his review is both immature and
unwise.
Poetry is often more complex
than it seems. Good poetry is
born somewhere in the space
between the efforts of the
creative writer and the creative
reader. Mr. Bayne's review of
poetry lacks any effort towards
creativity or keen perception.
When an author interprets his
work, he risks limiting its
suggestibility. This I will not do.
However, I will say that in the
first line of "The Vestal Lady in

Math Class" there is a misprint.
It should read "invocation of
numbers." The poem is bestial.
The animal in man is not
degrading if it is in harmony with
the spiritual. What if it does have
the feeling of a sexual fantasy?
Every passionate human being is
tied to other places, other times.
The sensation of fantasy is important to the overall effect of the
poem.
But really Mr. Bayne, "raw
eroticism"? Look, if you want to
read some raw eroticism, we can
arrange to let you see our
collection. Give credit where it is
rightfully due. It is unfortunate
that we were all exposed to such a
pitiful effort at criticism.
Michael Strickland

Byrd slandered,
Abused again
I contend that Student
Government
does
have
redeeming social value: Student
Government provides an opportunity for students to play the
role of politician (USA).
During the past few weeks, I
have been "fortunate" enough to
be involved in a close friend's
campaign for a student government office; fortunate in the
aspect that I have been slandered, my candidate has been
physically abused, and I have
seen who my friends really are.
I have been fortunate to see the
Tiger make an honest effort to
handle the campaign fairly.
WSBF did not make the same
effort. In fact, a WSBF staff
member interfered directly with
the campaign. Inconsistencies
within the Elections Board
policies were balatant as well.
Being involved with the particular candidate I'm talking
(continued to page nine)
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"Humility must always be the portion of any
man who receives acclaim earned in the blood
of his followers and the sacrifices of his
friends."
Dwight David Eisenhower,
London, July 12,1945
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Latter from the Editor

Traffic torment
EDITOR'S NOTE: The opinions expressed
in Letter from the Editor are solely those of
the particular author-of-the-week, and in no
way reflect the majority or minority opinion of
the Tiger's Editorial Board.
Having experienced almost all of the
penalties prescribed by the Traffic Office and
Security Department at Clemson, I am
beginning to feel like I am perhaps somewhat
of an expert on the subject. During this year,
I've been ticketed, tolled away and generally
ticked off, just as some 70 percent of the
student body has, I'm sure.
First I'd like to deal with the ticketing
procedure. Tickets are handed out like unwanted puppies; to people who don't want
them, can't afford them, and don't deserve
them. It's certainly unfair that a commuting
student who can't find a place to park in a
commuter lot parks elsewhere and is ticketed.
But when he parks in a illegal place, (for
example, along the curb in front of Redfern,
the space is marked for the handicapped, etc.)
and is followed or preceded by an employees'
car, I am left to wonder why the student
receives a ticket but not the emplovee.
This brings me to another point: Our
department of security. Notice the title,
particularly the last word: Security.
Delving further into the subject, I refer to a
letter written by a fellow student (see the
February 26 Tiger, page 3) that explains his
misfortune with his car battery and the officers who were in the vicinity and their
inability to tear themselves away writing
tickets in order to assist this student. This is
undoubtedly a question of misdirected
priorities. I don't hesitate to think of our
"security" force as a group of people whose
consideration or lack of it is grossly apparent
and whose intoxication with authority is
continually evident.
The act of towing away is a somewhat shady
operation also. When an administrative official speaks of "only 39 cars towed away," he
is speakingln terms of close to 600 dollars in
towing charges. It is known that the university
has an exclusive contract with the towing
company, and this furthers the speculations of
kickbacks and commissions for officials and
officers.
Finally, let us examine the remaining two
procedures: The collection of fines and that
gracious act of towing away. Fines are absolutely ridiculous. I know of no city in this
state that charges two dollars for a parking
violation; and I'm absolutely sure that none
charge firve dollars. And there is always the
question: Whither the money goeth? In past
elections this question has always been an
issue; but that is about as far as it has gotten
— an issue. I feel that perhaps our wellmeaning officers have attempted to investigate the use of these fines, and have been
denied access to the information. This is pure
speculation, but somewhere I have heard that
a chain is no stronger than its weakest link. If
this follows, then the traffic is no more beyond
doing this than one of their illustrious officers
is incapable of handing out undeserved
tickets.
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Clemson Players lauded for latest efforts
by Harry Bayne
"Art is a lie that enables us to realize the
truth."
—Pablo Picasso
The Clemson Players' production of
Shakespeare's The Merry Wives of Windsor has drawn undeservedly small
audiences, and this is incomprehensible.
But take heart—the truth will out.
Despite the notorious inadequacies of
Daniel Auditorium, Ray Sawyer and his
staff have done a splendid job. Especially
noteworthy is Mark Ksiazewski's set
design, a frame masterpiece of medieval
architecture combining rusticity with
elegance. Marjorie Hill's costumes
literally surge with Elizabethan grandeur.
The play opens with a grandiose
procession of the players down the aisles,
accompanied by appropriate martial
music. This introit immediately signals
the audience that this is no two-bit skit, but
theatrical comedy of the highest order.
Phil Davis' portrayal of the amorous
Falstaff borders on perfection. He clearly
enjoys the role and conveys this feeling to
the spectators without overacting.
Nancy Jacobs performs gracefully as
Mistress Ford. Equally good is Sarah
Rhodes as Mistress Page. Both actresses
display extraordinary poise and feminine
charm.
Parson Evans, played by Michael
Easier, is a well-cast character. Christian
Fitzgerald is a capable Dr. Caius,
speaking a respectable "Franglais."
Susan Lay's Mistress Quickly is vivacious
and convincing.
Tom Pender and Kevin E. House—
portraying George Page and Frank Ford,
respectively—display their usual gifts
with unusual force. Nancy LeMacks
makes a delightful Anne Page, and Jerry
Gambrell's Fenton represents a commendable effort.
Steve Cottingham's Simple demands
restraint, and the result is riotous. But
Larry Huff's performance of Robert
Shallow is somewhat stilted and overshadowed by Mark Rodgers' Slender
characterization. Scot Hilborn is clearly
destined for greater roles, as evidence by
his portrayal of the Garter Inn's host.

Falstaff's entourage—Bill Linder,
William Mitchell, Paul Thompson, and
Beth Gilreath—combine a steady flow of
wit with expert stage presence to round out
the superb cast. But we cannot ignore the
hilarious antics of Randy Moore and Steve
Craft (who play servants) during scene
changes.
Overall, "The Merry Wives of Windsor"
is a well-organized and easy-to-understand
play. The script is almost entirely in prose.
The actors are comfortable in their roles,
and this air of confidence makes the
audience feel right at home.
Lighting is tastefully executed, and the
transcribed musical selections—featuring
recorders and flutes—are enchanting.
Arthur Fear's technical assistance has
evidently been largely responsible for the
esthetic success of this presentation.
The Merry Wives of Windsor will present
two more performances Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. in Daniel Auditorium
with free admission. This production is
well worth one's time.
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Album reminiscent of 'Tubular Bells9
OMMADAWN
Mike Oldfield
By Dave Farmer
How does one review a Mike Oldfield
album? It's either good or it's bad. Ommadawn, Oldfield's newest elpee, is good.
Oldfield, the king of overdub, spent a
year working on the first side, only to have
to start over again when the master tape
became uselessly worn. The re-recording
took only three months, though parts of the
music were changed. The second side,
however, was almost completely recorded
in less than a week.
Ommadawn is Mike Olfield's third
album. His first, Tabular Bells, was a
tremendous hit. Its excellence brought
young Oldfield into the musical spotlight,
as did the move "The Exorcist." His
second album, Hergest Ridge, though it
did not sell as well, was another splendid
contribution.

The Clemson University Concert Band,
under the direction of John H. Butler, will
conclude its annual winter tour of South
Carolina with a concert in Clemson's
Tillman Hall auditorium, Tuesday, March
9, at 8:00 p.m. Selections played by the
band will be centered about the American
Bicentennial celebration, and will
demonstrate a wide variety of music.
These selections include the first piece
ever written for the United States,
Broadway pieces, wartime music (such as
the famous "Victory at Sea"), and, very
fittingly, a Sousa march. The program has
something for everyone, and is open to
everyone free of charge!

Tidbits
and
Acorns
by Matt Crawford

This Sunday, March 7, is the American
Cancer Society's Bike-A-Thon to raise
money for the research and prevention of
cancer. The Bike-A-Thon route is an easy
1.5 mile loop around the Clemson campus
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On Ommadawn, as well as his other
records, Oldfield plays the vast majority
of the instruments. This elpee has him playing the harp, several guitars and
related instruments, a few keyboard instruments, and synthsizers. Friends
supply bagpipes, cello, pipes, trumpet, and
numerous drums. Oldfield has tediously
organized Ommadawn into a masterpiece,
which in most places surpasses Tubular
Bells.
As always, Ommadawn is one continuous composition. It is not possible to
examine this album piece by piece, it must
be viewed as a whole.
Many parts are reminiscent, though not
replicas, of parts of Tubular Bells. Many of
the same instruments are presented in the
same style. However, there is enough
change to make Ommadawn completely
new.
The beginning builds, a la Tubular Bells,
from a single instrument to many in-

struments. Then, amid a triumphant
tympani and brass sound, it changes to a
lively, happy recorder, mandolin, banjo,
and tambourine riff. This fades into the
familiar electric guitar of Oldfield along
with his bass and synthesizers.
Side one continues with a fabricated
chant, accompanied by drums and synthsizer. Again, Oldfield introduces instrument after instrument until the music
overwhelms the chant and eventually
fades into a quiet rhythm ending.
The second side has a more abrupt start
than the first with synthesizer and guitars.
This floats into a very light guitar section.
Bagpipes bring a few moments of
tranquility following this side's crowded
beginning. However, what may be the best
part of Ommadawn does not last as the
listener again hears the product of Oldfield's exceptional overdubbing.
At the end of Ommadawn, specifically
set off from the rest of the album, is a song
(continued to page eight)
and should prove no difficulty to anyone
interested in riding for the cause.
Registration begins at 1 p.m. in front of
Tillman Hall, and the ride starts at 2 p.m.
Registration forms can be picked up at
most of the stores in downtown Clemson,
or at the Information Desk on the Loggia.
For more information, call 656-8593 or 6568916. If the weather stays this good...

For the local film fanatics, The Clemson
Friends of the Library and the American
Association of University Women will host
the Art of the Short Film Festival, a series
of the "best" in internationally acclaimed
short films. Developed by the South
Carolina Arts Commission, the festival is
divided into four programs of approximately 90 minutes each. The Festival
dates are: March 17, 24, 31, and April 7, all
at 7 p.m. The festival is open to the
public free of charge. For more information, call Mart McKenzie AudioVisual specialist for the Pickens County
Library System at 859-9679.
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RepubUean battle: Ford vs. the Hollywood Kid
Reagan's band of supporters may be
large, but it has not had much to cheer
about lately. In the Massachusetts
primary, last Tuesday, Ford spent $200,000
compared to almost none for Reagan, and
Reagan lost by 63 percent to 35 percent
totals. In last Tuesday's Vermont race,
Ford won by an even greater margin,
although this can be accounted for by
Reagan's name not having been placed on
ithe ballot.

by Steve Matthews
Assistant News Editor
Jerry Ford is just another presidential
candidate, one of a large field, his opponents will quickly and loudly point out.
He has never shown any national
political strength, never competed in a
national election, and has never run a
national campaign. Indeed, he has never
been elected to any position except in his
small Congressional district of Grand
Rapids, Michigan. He is campaigning
presently for election, not reelection, as he
was appointed to his present position; he
was not elected.
Furthermore, his critics contend, Ford
has proven to be a very weak President,
has been submissive to the powerful
Democrats in Congress, has not been a
leader, has fumbled questions posed
directly to him and has bumbled the
handling of his campaign. In addition, he
has constantly tottered back and forth
from liberal to conservative positions on
the issues.
Despite all of these accusations, Ford is
left smelling like a rose in the Presidential
gardens. He may be a bumbler, as many
believe, but he may also be a winner.
Quite a while back, Ford was passing out
buttons with WIN printed on them, the
letters standing for Whip Inflation Now.
Now when Ford talks about winning, he
means winning the battle for the
Republican nomination for President, and
winning the battle for the Presidential
election in November, not winning the
battle against inflation, although he says
inflation is still on his mind.

Still, Reagan manages to don his
Hollywood smile, and act like everything
is just fine, even though it isn't.
Things may be bad, but Reagan's
chances for the Republican party are not
dead yet. His brand of conservative
Republicanism echoes the sentiments of
party loyalists, dissatisfied with what has
been happening to America.
nAatthe.vs

Ronald Reagan is also on his mind,
considerably more on his mind than the
battle against inflation. Reagan is also
running for the Republican Presidential
nomination, with a little help from his
friends, his sweet wife Nancy who smiles
continuously, but looks bored anyway, a
loyal and close campaign staff composed
of gray haired men and women in their
60's, and 25 year old clean cut young
Republicans who wear glasses, not contact
lenses, and who have graduated from nonIvy League colleges but have now gone
into business. A cynical group of 24 secret
service agents are also on the Reagan
bandwagon.

Reagan is dissatisfied also, and blames
the nation's ills on the Washington
establishment and the huge federal
bureaucracy. Campaigning in New
Hampshire for the state primary, which he
lost narrowly, Reagan commented in a
typical speech that "government is
growing too big," that he wanted "less
government interference," and that "we
have .a fourth branch of government, a
giant bureaucracy, and that bureaucracy
is making policy more than those that we
elected to do so."
Reagan played up the fact that he was
not a Washington politician. "I considered
that an advantage," he said.

Reagan is friendly to big business,
having commented, "Corporations are
meeting their corporate responsibility in
America." However, he did not define
corporate responsibility or say how corporations were meeting it.
Reagan continued to take a traditional
conservative position on other issues. He
stated that he was against abortion,
against socialized medicine, against
public financing of Presidential campaigning, against the distribution of
contraceptives without parental consent,
and in favor of a simpler tax structure, but
he called talk about eliminating tax
loopholes "a lot of political democracy."
Reagan's views are so conservative that
even Ford calls him an extremist,
although Ford has readily admitted to
being a right winger himself. If, from
Ford's perspective, Reagan's views seem
all that extreme, why did Ford offer him
numerous cabinet positions?
The answer is, of course, that Reagan's
views are not extreme, but Ford would like
them to appear extreme. In truth, both
men are very conservative on the issues,
and are in basic agreement in their
hostility toward Democrats and liberals.
Although they both dislike Democrats,
their internal Republican party battle
threatens to break the party apart, and
accomplish exactly what they don't want
— the election of a Democrat in November.

Title IX compliance
To be investigated
by Dot Fitchett
Clemson University is presently conducting a self-investigation to determine if
it is in compliance with the Health,
Education, and Welfare Title IX
regulations
which
prohibit
sex
discrimination in education. Section 86.3 of
the regulation requires that universities
conduct a self-evaluation to identify
discriminatory policies and practices that
may exist and to take whatever remedial
action is required by July 20, 1976.
The fact-finding phase of the investigation is being conducted by a
steering committee's members Albert B.
Marx, associate director of admissions
and regulations and chairman of the
committee, Samuel M. Willis, University
extension dean; Ray L. Thompson,
associate personnel director; George C.
Skelley, professor of animal science;
Susan G. Delony, assistant dean of
students'; Carolyn Briscoe, associate
professor of education and Clemson
students Mike Morris and Pat Warren
(president of the Student Senate).
The committee's job is to compare what
Clemson University is actually doing with
the federal regulations, to evaluate, but
not to recommend.
The areas of investigation have been
divided into three subparts: admission of
students is being investigated by Albert
Marx; treatment of students by Pat
Warren, Mike Morris, Sam Willis, Susan
Deloney, and Carolyn Briscoe; and employment of academic and non-academic
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personnel by George Skelley and Ray
Thompson.
The members of the steering committee
work directly with the individuals
responsible for the programs or activities
being investigated to produce a report.
The committee's report is due April 15, but
they plan to have the first draft ready by
March 25.
This report will be on file for three years
in which interval HEW may inspect it.
According to the schedule set up by
Section 86.3, policies and practices are to
be modified as necessary by May 15 and by
July 20, steps are to be taken to eliminate
effects of discrimination.
Although the reports are not compiled or
complete yet, there are already several
small discrepancies evident in the
University's policies. One example of a
discrimination is seen in Clemson's
present Alma Mater which refers to "the
sons of dear old Clemson" and "brothers
strong in manhood," with no mention of
the co-eds. According to Marx, the only
possible major problem may be in the field
of athletics. Most of the discriminatory
policies are unconscious or stem from
tradition, such as the completely
masculine wording in the "Clemson
Today" magazine sent to freshmen.
However, several of the previously
discriminatory policies have already been
corrected. For example, students were
allowed to vote on the sign-in, sign-out
referendum issue and the formerly allmasculine Blue Key honor fraternity has
admitted two girls to their membership.

■pHEW._.1WVKBCIflSE!*

STOP
Don't Use That Light From 12 to 8
Conserve Power

G-4 Associates
Energy Awareness Campaign
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Kossler says Student Union to elect officers
"The Student Union is looking for interested students to take an active part in
the Union," according to Jane Kossler,
president of the Student Union. Elections
of Union officers will be held on March 2324. Anyone wishing to run, should go to the
Union Information Desk and fill out the
form for the office or offices they are interested in. Applications are due Monday
March 22 at 5 p.m.
Three officers will be chosen: president,
internal vice president and external vice
president. The duties of the officers are as
follows:
President: To preside at all meetings of
the Union Governing and Program
Boards.
Internal vice presidents: To serve as
vice chairman of the Union Governing and
Program Boards, to work with all
program committees of the Student Union
and also to preside at meetings of each in
the absence of the President.
External vice president: To serve as
liason of the Student Union with groups
outside the regular Union program and
to coordinate cooperative programs with
non-Student Union campus groups and to
serve as a member of the Program Board.
Eleven committee chairmen will also be
chosen. The duties of the chairmen are as
follows: They are heads of the committees
and are responsible for planning and
carrying out all programs within committees. The chairmen are responsible for
attending all Program Board meetings
which are made up of the officers and all
other chairmen. A chairman is subject to
the policies made by the Governing Board.
The following is the list of all of the committees and their functions.
CULTURAL
This committee provides a program of
entertainment in the arts. The goal is to
involve the average students in events
which will broaden his education outside
the classroom.

FILMS
In addition to providing popular
Hollywood fare on a regular basis, the
committee plans monthly festivals, outdoor movies and a series of special short
films with speakers.
GAMES AND RECREATION
Non-athletic competition in billiards,
table tennis, etc. Make up the program for
this committee. Campus tournaments with
trophies and prizes, which lead to intercollegiate competition highlight the activities.
AUDIO VISUAL
This committee will coordinate the use
of a growing inventory of audio-visual
equipment for Union programs. Such
equipment includes a concert sound
system, video tape equipment, tape
recorder and more. This group also
sponsors jam sessions for the student
body.
OUTDOOR RECREATION
Adventures in the great outdoors for
novices and buffs alike occupy this group's
time. Each activity is a separate affair,
allowing students to participate only in
those they choose.
PUBLICITY
Artwork, layout, and design of Union
publicity is the responsibility of this
committee. They also work with the Tiger,
WSBF, and other media organizations in
publicizing Union events. Special calendars and brochures are planned and
produced as needed.
SPECIAL EVENTS
A "catch-all" committee that sponsors
activities of a special nature not falling
under other committees.

Center, a service which provides information on group tours, private travel,
special rates, and places to see both near
and far. Organized trips are occasionally
provided, as well as airline ticket reservations, ride-sharing, International ID
cards and more.
CONTEMPORARY ENTERTAINMENT
COMMITTEE (CEO
The committee with the largest budget,
this group has planned a series of miniconcerts, dances and social affairs. The
purpose of the CEC is to bring high-quality
but low-cost entertainment to the campus,
of a type which complements the major
rock concerts and classical productions

Alpha Phi Omega National Service
Fraternity (APO) will again offer an
airport shuttle service March 24 for
students flying to the GreenvilleSpartanburg Jetport after spring break.
A $2.50 shuttle fee to cover the cost of the
University vans and fuel used for the
shuttle will be charged. According to Tom
Smith, coordinator for the shuttle service,
the fee is not imposed by APO but instead
is charged by the University which has
traditionally picked up the tab for shuttle
-°rvices.
Anyone wishing to ride the shuttle should
make a reservation with Smith at 656-6519
or with Fred Toulmin at 656-7941. Reservations must be made by Thursday, March
11.

Contains the most up-to-date information on:
Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs,
cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for
study at colleges, vocational and technical SCI.DOIS, paraprofessional
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and postgraduate study or research; funded on national, regional, and local
levels by the federal government, states, cities, foundations, corporations, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations,
and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well
as excellent students, both with and without need.
BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 214, 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass. 02114.
Please rush me
copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION at S5.95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy.
I am enclosing S
(check or money order).
Name
__

City^
© Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishing Co.
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SHORT COURSES
This committee is designed to sponsor a
variety of noncredit "mini-courses" to
develop skills in areas of interest to
students.

Smith emphasized that persons not
making reservations will be allowed to
ride the shuttle only if there is enough
comfortable room in the van after all
reservations have been honored.
The shuttle will operate all day and will
carry as many persons at a time as
possible. Thus, someone coming in on a
flight arriving at a low-demand time may
have to wait an hour or so before catching
a shuttle bus returning to campus.
Smith also announced that APO's
regular Sunday-night campus shuttle
service will end Sunday. APO runs the
service during the winter months and with
the coming of warmer weather the shuttle
is being stopped.

TRAVEL
The main thrust here is the Travel

Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source — items valued at over
$500 million dollars.

1

COFFEE HOUSE
The purpose of the Coffee House is to
bring folk and contemporary entertainment to the campus and to provide
an outlet for talented local performers.
Professional acts through the Coffee
House Circuit will appear periodically.
"The Gutter," located in the basement of
the YMCA, is the place where the acts are
held.

Greenville Airport shuttle
To be offered again

GUIDE TO MOMy
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Adddress

usually scheduled by other groups.

State

Zip

Interviews offered
by newspaper
Interviews with officials of the Greenville News will be held Tuesday at 3 p.m. in
Room 103 of Strode Tower.
Those persons who have applied for the
Greenville News scholarship must appear
for interviews.
Any
questions
concerning
the
scholarship or interviews should be
directed to Louis Henry, associate
professor of English, whose office is 808
Strode Tower, 656-3186.

EUROPE
_
feii Ue 800-325-4867
® UtvJravel Charters

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail
order catalog. Enclose $1.00 to cover
postage and handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE.,NQ. 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.
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Derrick speaks to SCASG on current issues
"People in South Carolina have much to
be proud of concerning their Congressional
delegation," Congressman Butler Derrick,
a member of the United States House of
Representatives, told a gathering of
student leaders from across the state on
Sunday.
Derrick spoke to a planning conference
of the South Carolina Association of
Student Governments (SCASG), of which
Clemson's Student Government is a
member. The conference was held at
Newberry College.
Neal Clamp, a Clemson senior who has
held a variety of Student Government
positions, is chairman of the SCASG and
presided over the meeting.
Stone Workman, chairman of the
Speakers Bureau; Steve Wright, chairman
of the Student Senate's General Affairs
Committee; and Jack A. McKenzie,
chairman of the senate's Student
Organizations and Affairs Committee,
represented Clemson at the conference.
After making a few brief remarks
designed to explain his activities as a
Congressman, Derrick, a Democrat from
South Carolina's Third Congressional
District, fielded questions touching on a
variety of topics.
He said that South Carolina has one of
the youngest and most influential
delegations in the Congress. To support
this statement he noted that Mendel Davis,
Democratic representative from the
state's first district, has a ranking position
on the House Armed Services Committee
and is only 33 years old.

Derrick also noted that he has become
well established in the House as the only
freshman representative on the House
Budget Committee. Derrick was elected
for the first time in 1974.
On the subject of the economy, Derrick
was generally optimistic, saying that the
economy in 1975 was "excellent" relative
to the slump of 1974.
When asked about the recent controversy involving CBS correspondent
Daniel Schorr, who leaked classified
material on national intelligence
operations to the press, Derrick defended
his negative vote on House legislation
authorizing an investigation of Schorr by
saying "the resolution would be a step
toward muzzling the press."
The only South Carolina Congressman to
vote no on the matter, Derrick said
Congress should "get away from its investigative role and get back to the
business of legislating."
Derrick said he is glad investigations of
the Central Intelligence Agency have
"apparently come to an end (because)
they have about reached the point of
diminishing returns."
He said that in matters of intelligence
the nation's security must come first
among considerations, but that the rights
of citizens must not be infringed upon.
Responding to a question on political
assassinations of foreign leaders, Derrick
was quick to state he would not be put in a
position
of
authorizing
such
assassinations.
During its business session, the SCASG

chose Clemson as the site for its spring
session to be held on April 9-11 and
discussed topics to be considered during
the session.
Clamp stated that he is working on the
possibility of having college and university
presidents from across the state attend
some of the functions of the spring session.
He said this would aid communication and
understanding between student leaders
and administrators.
In addition to attending the planning
conference, Clemson's delegation also
attended informal meetings with members
of the Newberry College administration
and faculty.
One such meeting was with Dr. Glen
Whiteside, president of Newberry, who

delivered the welcoming address for the
conference.
Clemson's delegation also met with Dr.
Roy Melbourne, a former foreign service
officer with the State Department, who
told the group of his experiences in embassies around the world. Now a faculty
member at Newberry, Melbourne held
high-ranking offices in a number of United
States embassies before retiring from the
State Department.
Clemson's delegation was the guest of
Ron Ferrero, vice-president of the
Newberry Students' Association and
treasurer of the SCASG, and Carol Mitas, a
Newberry senior active in student
government at Newberry.

Students urged to participate
In Hotline Campus survey
Hotline is currently conducting a
campus-wide survey to determine student
opinion about its service. This survey's
purpose is to evaluate Hotline's effectiveness in meeting student needs.
Hotline would like to change its old image
of being strictly a crisis and-or suicide
prevention service to a new one of
providing information and a listening ear.
To help one identify with Hotline, the
organization is sponsoring a contest for a

new logo design. Entries should be drawn
on 8 X11" paper. The name HOTLINE and ,
the number 654-1040 must be prominently
displayed. The prize for the best design
will be the winner's choice of any single LP
from Schoolkids Records in downtown
Clemson. All entries are to be turned in to
the Student Union information desk on the
loggia by April 1. Please put your name
and phone number on the back of the entry. Your participation will be much appreciated !

Leos Be Leery
This is not a time for travelling
Just stay put with
a nice mellow bottle of
Carlo Rossi California
Burgundy. Carlo Rossi
is made from some
of the finest
grapes in the
solar system.
The price?
Mars points
to financial
gain with
Carlo Rossi.

Buy us for
our taste.
Not our price.
i IT■ t• i
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Carlo Rossi Vineyards, Modesto, Stanislaus County, Calif.
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CDA reiterates problems in senate session
by Jake Clark
In response to a resolution directed to
them last week, members of the Central
Dance Association (CDA) spoke to the
Student Senate Monday night in order to
clarify their position and capabilities in
the scheduling of concerts here at Clemson.
The legislation, which called for a beach
music dance to be held in Littlejohn
Coliseum brought about a rehash of the
arguments already voiced by CDA in
previous issues of the Tiger and through
other media. John Lietch, CDA president,
and other members of the group fielded
questions from the senators and explained
their problems concerning funding and
promoter relations. They contended that
without some sort of University financial
support, the possibility of a dance like the
one described is remote.
In other business, the Residence Halls
Committee proposed two resolutions each
of which was passed unanimously. The
first requested that the freight elevators in
the dorms be made available for use at the
beginning and end of semesters for
transporting luggage and furniture in and
out of dorm rooms. The other called for
opening the lounge area of the seventh
level, above the Student Union Lounge (the
old loggia), on a twenty-four hour basis. It
was suggested that the doors at the ends of
that area remain locked, necessitating
entrance from the sixth, or Student Union
level stairs.

Beasley to speak to
Paul Beasley, director of the Technical
Compliance Division of the State Human
Affairs Commission, will be the guest
speaker at Monday's meeting of
Psychology 105, Occupational Choice.
Beasley will appear as the guest of Al
Mathiasen,
University
placement
director, and Leonard Berger, assistant

The orders of the day were again
suspended and Elections Board chairman
Jane E. Julian addressed the senate
concerning proposed election procedure
changes which will appear as a bill in the
near future.
Emergency funding of $300 was approved for Alpha Epsilon Delta, the
medical honor society for the purpose of
sending delegates to a national convention

professors announce several exam times
and allow students to decide the most
convenient.
At the close of the senate session, there
was a move for impeachment of Elections
Board Chairman Julian arising from
alleged procedural violations in the recent
sign-in, sign-out referendum. This motion
was quickly stifled by an objection to
consideration which was upheld by the
senate.

Price, Baxley
(continued from page one)
ment working together to get things done."
Price stated he does not think there will
be any major obstacles to overcome
during the transition period between his
and present Student Body President
Reggie Foster's administrations.
"This is the first time a vice president
has been able to move into the presidency.
My contacts with the administration are
already established. I know the people
within the system, and I think this will be
one of the biggest benefits of my administration.
"As vice president this year, I have
learned the ropes — now I want to tie the
knot and bring us all closer together."
Price said he will spend the transition
period trying to "organize things". He
plans to meet with administrators, and
work on getting a Student Government
newsletter set up.
He also plans to begin taking ap-

plications soon for the positions within
Student Government to which he must
appoint people.
Additionally, he plans to spend his last
month in the Student Senate working for
passage of legislation on campaign
reform. He said he would like to see the
senate pass stronger guidelines on the use
of fliers in campaigns.
He also said he has been talking with
WSBF officials about having a radio
program periodically during the year on
which he can explain what he and Student
Government are doing.
"I also want to return to the groups I
talked to during the campaign and thank
them for their support, and get their ideas
for the future. Mike and I have been
discussing the possibility of going door-todoor in the dorms again and getting more
feedback from the students.

"We promised to represent the students
on this campus, and we intend to do just
that."
The new officers will assume their duties
on March 31.

Oldfield
(continued from page four)
about the joys of riding a horse. Although
the words are rather simple, it is a
pleasant ending to a very pleasing 37
minutes.
Ommadawn, by Mike Oldfield, deserves
to sell very well. It is artistic, engaging,
and technical problems (i.e., overdub
hiss) are mercifully absent

class
professor of psychology and teacher of
Psychology 105.
Anyone interested in hearing Beasley's
remarks may attend the class which will
be held at 12 p.m. in Room 11 of Hardin
Hall.
Beasley is an expert on Affirmative
Action and on equal hiring and personnel
practices.

Elections to decide who the new senior
staff of the Tiger will be for next year have
been scheduled for March 28.
Applications for persons interested in
any senior staff position will be made
available through the Tiger offices
beginning Marcn" 21.
Any student is eligible to apply. Further
information may be obtained from the
Tiger offices located on the ninth level,
above the Student Union Lounge (the old
loggia), 656-2150.

"Pooky's

Pooky says, "I wanted a system with natural tone balance and thumping low bass like
my instrument. Man I wanted all the music. Music Machine No. 2 was the only system
within my reach that had everything I wanted to hear. Advent gets it together with the
only speaker made for less than a hundred bucks that covers the full bandwidth of real
music from the lowest bass to highs only a dog can hear (and I don't mean my
girlfriend). The Harman Kardon 330B has what it takes to get the music out with
power and features found on most three hundred dollar receivers, a real bargain.
With all that power and response I needed a turntable with very low noise and a
cartridge with that tight clean punchy sound I hear on stage. The BSR 2310W with an
ADC magnetic cartridge matched perfectly. A complete system that gave me all the
music without taking all my money."
HARMAN KARDON 330B AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER
BSR 2310W AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE complete
SMALLER ADVENT LOUDSPEAKERS

%

58.00 DOWN, 37.00 MO. (12 MOS.)
Value our prices are based on our cost, not on suggested retail. Product for product
they are as low as any legitimate dealer offering the same services and that includes
the warehouses. True value is not measured by the size of the discount
It's what you get for what you pay that really counts. Compare prices, compare
quality, compare service: you'll find the best values at John Brookshire's Music
measured by the size of the discount.

Retails <wer *250.00

See Our Other Specials
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SYSTEM PRICE $455.00

ElfCTRO HARM0NK
12-STRING GUITARS WITH ELECTRIC PICKUP

Special $129"

MACHINE No. 2

list price 514.80

GDarnett fr/udic (Senter

DEAL
Of The Week

MUSIC

POWERHOUSE"

Tiger to elect New staff

*

Several new bills were read by clerk Bob
Carlson and sent to proper committees.
These included: a bill to remove inaccuracies and loopholes in University
regulations, a constitutional amendment
to set guidelines for elections, referendums, and special votes; a resolution to
make the exits built onto the fraternity
dorms into entrances also; and a
resolution asking that exams no longer be
scheduled by computer, but that

Music MACHINE

4024 Clemson Blvd. Anderson, S.C.
Open Mon. Thru Sat. 10 A.M. to 5:30
P.M.
Closed Wednesdays Ph: 224-2584
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Letter*
(continued from page three)
about placed me in an "awkward" position; awkward in the
aspect that people who abused
my trust in the past assumed that
I would feel obligated to allow it
to be abused again.
Presently, I am disillusioned,
not with the system but with the
individuals within the system.
Time and time again I have seen
individuals take advantage of
every opportunity at their
disposal to satisfy some perverse
personal whim.
I have been wary of these
egoistic individuals from the
start. I was not totally aware of
how little they valued trust and
faith of other people, however.
In various Student Government
positions I held, I tried to do my
job and help others. People I
respect greatly felt I should have
offered myself for office. Other
duties would not allow it. I felt
obligated to spend the time
needed to manage a close friends'
campaign at his request, though.
I wish to apologize to him for my
shortcomings in the effort and the
abuse to which he was subjected.
Perhaps this plea is too strong
for some ears. The fact that they
may be offended is of no concern
to me. I have avoided namecalling, something I was unjustly
subjected to in the past (i.e.
Letter to the Editor from Phil
Jackson, during last year's
campaign).
Don't come to me with more
promises, apologies or obviously
shallow greetings. Do not
misunderstand me, either. It is
not my wish to obliterate the
record of these associations. I

only hope that I am a better
person because of them. That is
about all I can ask for.
Richard R. Byrd

CDA complains
Of Stevens
On Rally Day WSBF broadcasted interviews with all of the
candidates for the student body
offices. This election has one
similarity to all elections. There
always appears to be one person
who has no chance of winning but
makes an effort to crawl into
office by making untrue
statements concerning
something that he has almost no
knowledge of.
Vice presidential candidate
Steve Steven occupied this
position in the past elections and
the target of his innuendos is the
oft-maligned Central Dance
Association.
Mr. Stevens stated that the
CDA's problems should not be
attributed to Beach Club
Promotions in their entirety, and
that part of the problem lies
within the internal organization
of the CDA. Mr. Stevens has
never attended a CDA meeting
and has never contacted any
member of the CDA Senior Staff
through which he could get
correct information.

used to keep us from getting any
shows unless they are from a
particular promoter. So we are
working under extreme duress
but feel that we are overcoming
the problem and hopefully will
have at least one show after
Spring Break.
We have been in contact with
four promoters and have a tentative show set up for mid-April.
Mr. Stevens incorrectly stated
that we have been in touch with
no promoters.
The contacts we have made
will hopefully last for years and
enable the CDA to regain its high
position in the students' list of
favorite organizations.
CDA Senior Staff

Student demands
More grass
This campus needs something,
I am convinced. More grass.
Never mind what kind. Hell, even
weeds will do more for this place
than concrete.
Seriously, take a look outside of
Harcombe Commons one day,
and you will notice those
beautiful white benches. Yes,
completely bare. First of all, who

If Mr. Stevens had bothered to
ask any of us he would have found
where the true problem lies. John
Edwards, secretary, was told
that extensive influence would be

wants to sit in between two
buildings (a definite complement
to Johnstone.
Secondly, the benches are
literally as hard as the substance
they are made of.
What I am suggesting is to get
rid of those moon-like objects, dig
up the brick surface, and in place
of them plant green grass and
trees so that students will have a
pleasant place to go for an afternoon siesta or even a break
I suppose an argument might
come up posing the question of
what happens when the cold
weather comes? Well, no matter
—the benches would be empty so
it appears there is absolutely
nothing to lose except the wasted
concrete there now.

Bruce thanks
Supporters
I would like to thank all of you
who took the time to write in my
name in the recent Student
Government presidential election. I would also like to
congratulate Harold Price, and
pledge to him support and the
support of my campaign workers
during his term of office.
Garry Bruce

Letters Policy

between classes. I recognize the
fact that the new Union facilities
contain comfortable sofas,
however, when the bright sun is
shining, I feel that the majority of
students would prefer the outdoors to the sofas!
So I appeal to the students at
Clemson to back me up in my
support for a greener campus. A
big improvement will be to
BRING MORE GRASS BACK TO
CLEMSON!

All letters to the editor
must be turned in by 9 p.m.
on
Tuesday
night.
Preferably they should be
typed (triple spaced) on a
65 space line. No letter
which does not contain the
author's real name and
address will be published.

Ward Snyder

ftetf'

Pizza /fee/

SOH^

This Week thru Sunday
Buy two 99* plants and get
the third one

FREE
Clemson Plant
& Garden Center
Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.

Summer camp jobs

SEQUOYAH-TSALI
Wilderness Experience Camp for boys (8-16)

Buy One Pizza & Receive 2nd.
Pizza Of Equal Value Free!

m

.COUPON

,

When You Buy One of Equal Value.

„

E

This offer void where prohibited by law. Good only at participating Pizza
Hut Restaurants listed below.
OFFER EXPIRESMARCH9

m

LOCATION
COLLEGE AVE.
CLEMSON —
654-5579

Rizza
-Hut

COUPON-

21

YOU MUST BRING THIS COUPON
Not Good Toward Family NHe Pizza Or Luncheon Special Pizza
EAT IN OR CARRY OUT!

PHONE AHEAD FOR CARRYOUT!

Openings for councilors, backpackers, climbers, riders,
canoeists, W.S. l.'s, archers, craftsmen, and nurses
interviews held Wed. March 10, 9-4:30
Please Register In Advance At The Placement Office, Top Floor
of the University Union.
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THICK 'N CHEWY

Rto
-Hut

THIN 'N CRISPY

Our people make H better
114 COLLEGE AVE, CLEMSON — 654-5599
:.;«

Vt

p* *

OMELET HOUSE
107 College Avenue

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS A DAY TO SERVE YOU
Closer To Campus Than The Parking Lots
(next to Chanelo's)
Serving

OMELETS—WAFFLES—SANDWICHES
CHARGRILLED STEAKS—SOUPS—SALADS
Fast Foods 24 Hours A Day

OMELET HOUSE
CHANELO'S PIZZA
LUNCHTIME DINE-IN SPECIAL
Mon thru Wed March 8, 9,10
Short Versuvian
-Hit

Salad
Ice Tea

11:30 am to 1:30 pm

$139

1

—

Miller to sponsor contest
Prizes to be awarded

The Army offers college sophomores the
opportunity to earn an officer's commission in two
years. The deadline for this year's class is soon.
Apply now and once you are accepted for
the special two year program, you attend a six
weeks' summer camp, for which you'll be paid
approximately $500. And that's not all. You may
find yourself in the best physical condition you've
ever been in.
Then back to college and the Army ROTC
Advanced Course in the fall. If you've done
exceptionally well at camp, you may be heading
back to college with a full two-year scholarship.

Campus groups and organizations are
again being given an opportunity to help
clean up the Clemson area and receive
prizes for doing so.
The Miller Brewing Company is sponsoring its annual clean-up contest in which
student groups are encouraged to collect
Miller cans and bottles for points towards
a grand prize of $500 and a color console
television set.
Second prize includes a portable color
•...,,

Tiger takes early break,
No newspaper next week
The Tiger will not be printed next week
since spring break begins after classes on
Friday, March 12 for everybody involved
with classes and even earlier for many.
Take heart, however, for the Tiger shall
be roaring again as soon as the campus
comes back to life starting Monday, March
22.

LastCall
foral9yearold
Clemson Sophomore
to become a

21 year old
Army Offker.
For the next two years, you learn what it
takes to be an Army officer. You get the kind of
management and leadership experience that will
be an asset to you in any career, military or
civilian. You will earn an extra $100 a month up
to 20 months. And when you graduate, you will
have earned your college degree along with the
gold bars of an Army officer.

WHY LIVE A LIFE
WITHOUT MEANING?
Too many of us are in places
we don't want to be. Doing things
we really don't want to be doing.
Sometimes, it's because we can't
think of anything better to do—but
that's no way to live.
Since you have only one life to
live, you rhight as well live it with
joy . . . with a feeling of satisfaction and accomplishment . . . and
the knowledge that you are g/Clrig,
not taking. Why not decide to live
for the best . . . for a great purpose
. . . for something bigger than you
are?
If you want to change the direction of your life, you might investigate the Paulist way of living.
The Paulists are a small group of
Catholic priests dedicated to preach-

r

Call Captain Brown 656-3107/656-3108

ing the Cospel of Christ to the
American people. For over 100
years the Paulists have done this
through the communication artsbooks, publications, television and
radio—on college campuses, in parishes, in missions in the U.S., in
downtown centers, in working with
young and old. Because we are flexible, we continually pioneer new
approaches. To do this we need
dedicated, innovative men to carry
on our work.
To find out what road God has
chosen us to walk is one of the most
important tasks of our life.
Which road will be yours?
For more information on the
Paulists, fill out the coupon and
mail today.

THE
WULISIS

Address.

Mail lo:
Rev. Frank DeSiano. C.S.P.,

City

PAULIST FATHERS
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

State
College
attending-

Missionaries to Modern America

Room C 223

L
(fit) The Army ROTC IVo-Yfear Program
If this is the kind of challenge you are
looking for, you are the kind of student we are
looking for.

TV, and third-place winners may receive a
portable radio and a black-and-white TV.
Competitors will be divided into two
divisions, fraternity and open, with prizes
to be awarded by division.
The top three winners in each division
will have a total of ten prizes from which to
choose for each place.
Further information may be obtained
from John Burgess, A-616 of Johnstone
Hall, 654-9931.

Name,

-Zip.
- Class of-

:J

y@yfrd@uglhi>
Help us celebrate our first year in Clemson

Free cake to the first
200 customers on Sun. March 7.
university square-302 seneda rd. clemson, s.c.
dial 654-6895 for carry out
iiHf I
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Tat TAfitA
Strong pitching, clutch hits, spark Tigs
Clemson in his first outing of the new
season. He seemed very strong and had
good control as he allowed only four High
Point batters to reach base, none on walks.

by David Wright
CLEMSON-3 HIGH POINT-0
The 1976 Clemson Tiger Baseball
campaign got off to a successful start
Monday as the Tigers, behind the strong
hitting of Steve Tucker and superb pitching of Chuck Porter, shut-out High Point
College 3-0.
Tucker, a senior from Charlotte,
christened the season with a single in the
second, a triple in the fourth, and a single
in the sixth. Tucker picked up two RBI's
for his performance, while catcher Bill

Banta

Foley collected the third with a line shot
down the third base line.
The fourth inning was when the Tigers
did most of the damage with some solid
hitting. Dave Caldwell reached base on a
walk to start the inning. Pete Khoury, a
freshman, reached first on a fielders
choice, forcing Caldwell out on second.
Then the Tiger bats rumbled as Foley
knocked his line shot double, scoring
Khoury, and Tucker knocked in Foley with
a triple to right field. The only other run
came in the sixth as Tucker again knocked
in Foley with his third hit of the day, a
single.
In between the three run, six hit performance by the Tigers on offense, Chuck
Porter, backed by a good defense, dumbfounded the Panthers with a solid four hit
performance on the mound. Porter,
picking up the win, went the distance for

CLEMSON-4 HIGH POINT-3
(11 INNINGS)
A bases-loaded, two out infield single by •
freshman Pete Khoury in the bottom of the
eleventh inning, capped a two-run come
back by the Tigers, and gave them a hard
earned 4-3 victory in the final game of the
two game series with High Point College.
The victory by the Tigers gave them a
two game sweep of the Panthers.
Clemson jumped to a quick 2-0 lead after
two innings on a walk-in run in the first and
a Robert Bonnette bunt-single scoring
Steve Tucker, who lead off with a triple.
The teams traded hits, but neither could
mount a threat until the sixth inning.
Starter Randy Quintrell, battling the flu,
had held the Panthers at bay for five innings, then loaded the bases in the sixth
with no outs. Coach Wilhelm then made the
choice to bring in junior relief pitcher,
Steve Wyatt. High Point got an unearned
run on a walk, and then tied the game with
a two-out single to left field.
High Point again threatened in the ninth
when they got a one out triple, but Wyatt
bore down for the second out and Dave
Caldwell made a fine catch in left field to
save the Tigers.
Neither team scored in the tenth, but in
the eleventh, High Point took charge. A
double and a two out single put High Point
ahead 3-2 and the Tigers seemed in
trouble.
Bonnette, 3-5 on the day, led off with a
single to right. David Beasley sacrificed
him to second, Kurt Seibert walked, and
Steve Neilson got an infield single from the
rattled Panther pitcher. The Tigers
received a blessing when the pitcher threw
a wild pitch and Bonnette scored. Dave
Caldwell was then intentionally walked
which loaded the bases once again for Pete
Khoury. He hit a single off the pitcher's
glove, scoring Seibert for the winning run.
CLEMSON-9 FRANCIS MARION-0
Junior College transfer Ron Musselman

Swim team sets new records
This past weekend, the Tiger mens
swimming team competed in the ACC
championships held at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The
Swimming Tigers came away with a fifth
place finish, the best in at least ten years.
Upon completion of the mornings
preliminaries, Coach Carl McHughs'
swimmers found themselves with five
competitors in the top six and ten in the
consolations. An amazing feat considering
the Tigers have never before had anyone
in the top six. "We came to the meet
mentally ready and physically prepared to
do things," commented Assistant Coach
Bob Boettner.
Scorers for the swimmers, all of whom
took drops from their previous times were,
Stu Tadford, Scott Morris, Dan Deering,
Tom Christianson, Sherb Naulty, Dave
Shepard and Paul Kelker.
Stu Tedford swam on the fifth place 400
yard medley relay, was tenth in the 100
yard, back and eleventh in the 200 yard
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individual medley. Tedford cut 4.9 seconds
off his IM time and 4 seconds from his 100
yard leg of the relay.
Scott Morris was also a member of the
400 yard medley relay. He took sixth in the
200 yard back in 2:01, and ninth in the 100
yard back with 55.6.
Dan Deering took ninth in the 1650 yard
with a time of 17:15.
Tom Christianson was a member of the
400 yard medley relay and was eighth in
the 100 yard fly with a time of 52.5.
Sherb Naulth was fifth in the 50 yard free
in 21.9.
Dave Shepard swam on the 800 yard free
relay team that took sixth place and on the
400 yard free relay team that took third.
Shepard also took fifth place in the 400
yard IM in 4:13, eighth in the 200 yard, fly
in 1:56 and ninth in the 500 yard, free in
4:45.
Paul Kelker was seventh in the 400 yard
IM in 4:16, sixth in the 500 yard free in 4:44
and fifth in the 1650.

struck out 13 batters walked none, and
scattered six hits in his first start as a
Tiger, thus picking up his first win and
becoming the second Tiger pitcher in three
games to pitch a complete game.
While Musselman was shutting out
Francis Marion the Tigers were
capitalizing on five errors and ten hits to
score nine runs.
Steve Tucker nearly matched his
opening day performance by going 3-4
pickign up a single, triple and another
single. The senior centerfielder is now 8-12
on the season. He was not alone, as Kurt
Seibert went 2-4 and got a stolen base,
Dave Caldwell got a double and a single,
and Bill Foley earned his first two hit
performance since becoming a Tiger,
getting a single and a double.
Coach Wilhelm has no complaints about
his teams performance so far. He is very
pleased with the performances of his

pitchers. "The pitchers are in superior
shape. The warm weather has had a lot to
do with our pitching. We have only been
interrupted by weather two days since
practice started, so the pitchers have
worked hard and we've gotten in a lot of
batting practice."
As for the pitching of Porter and
Musselman, Wilhelm said, "They have
worked hard, and they both have good
stuff. I've told them that if you don't walk
anyone then you stand a chance to win."
(Neither walked a batter in their games.)
Coach Wilhelm had a lot of praise for
senior centerfielder Steve Tucker.
"Tucker is the only one who is waiting on
the ball. If he waits on it he'll get a lot of
hits. The others are not looking at the ball
well."
Looking at the weekend, Coach Wilhelm
said he was ordering the eight starters to
take a day off. "They need a rest," he said.

GirVs team goes to
tournament
"I felt that if we hit .500 our first year,
we'd be doing pretty well. It was crucial
that we put our team effort together by the
tournament. I believe that we've made it,"
commented the women's basketball coach
Mary Kennerty King.
King felt that her team had indeed "put
it together" in their season's finale, an 8844 romp over the Baptist College on
Saturday night. The Tiger women shot 53
percent from the field, their highest
percentage from the floor this season.
Meanwhile, the Clemson defense held the
Baptist College offense to a meager 27
percent from the field and high scoring
Buc Regina Gilstrap managed only two
points against Clemson. "It was the best
coordination between our offense and
defense this year," King stated.
"We had four girls score in double
figures. Vicky Burton got 17 points, Janet
Forester had 16, Doll Eadon scored 14, and
Janice Flatt added 11. We had balanced
scoring, and a lot of girls got to play. We
even started Doll as a guard, the first time
she's started there in her college career.
King was equally enthusiastic about her

team's defense. "I feel that we played an
outstanding defensive game against
Baptist College. Even though they had
three girls at least six feet tall, we outrebounded them 52-43.
The win, coupled with the Tiger women's
victory over South Carolina, has insured
Clemson of finishing at least at .500 in its
first year of women's ball. It also gives the
girls momentum as the state tournament,
played at Hanna gym and at Anderson
Junior College, begins.
Coach King had several comments on
the girls' tournament. She stated that,
"We have a lot of competition in our
bracket. The College of Charleston (which
defeated both teams in regular season
play), SC State, and Francis Marion
should all be tough. We'll have to play our
game and use a tight aggressive defense."
"Anderson (which beat Clemson three
times during the year) is in another
bracket. The only way that we would play
them would be if we both made it to the
finals on Saturday. We've got a lot of
games before then though and we're going
to have to take them one at a time.

the Tiger
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Trailing the Tiger

Tigers crush Moccasins; eye ACC finale
Clemson's basketball head coach, Bill
Foster's "'year of firsts" entered its final
week as the Tigers journeyed to Landover,
Maryland for the ACC championship. Last
Saturday, however, Clemson was in the
mood for a little fun, and Southern Florida
Southern provided all the entertainment
that the Tigers and 5600 fans could have
wanted.
Entering the game with a respectable 179 record, the Mocassins were simply
outmanned, outscored, and outplayed. The
Tigers never trailed in the game, and
broke a slim 12-9 lead with five minutes
gone in the first half into a 28-13 lead with
eleven minutes to go before halftime.
Clemson led by 31 points at the half, 64-33.
The game became a rout as the Tigers
poured in eight of the first ten points in the
second half. Yet despite the lopsided score,
and Coach Foster shuttling in reserves at a
swift pace, the game still bore at least a
semblance of a contest until an unusual
series of events transpired.
Clemson, leading 97-54 following a layup
by Senior Charlie Rogers, missed on five
trips downcourt to reach the century
mark. Finally Marvin Dickerson, a freshman leaper from Charleston, began the
party for the players and fans when he got

the ball, sailed a full foot above the rim,
and stuffed the ball through.
Despite the technical foul that was
quickly assessed against Clemson for the
illegal act, the bench and the crowd roared
for several minutes. The contest rapidly
became a picnic for the spectators, and the
players began to think about breaking
records when Bruce Harmon put Clemson
over 100 points with 6:45 left to play.
A new school scoring record was
eventually set when freshman Lea
Anderson, playing in only his third game,
hit a jump shot from downtown to put the
Tigers up 115-69. The final points, scored
by Alan Hoover, became the official
record as Clemson simply humiliated the
Moccasins 122-79. Other school records
that were either set or tied included: most
points in a first half (64), best field goal
percentage (70.1 percent and 75.7 percent
in the first half), most field goals in a game
(48), and most players to reach double
figures in a game (7). The victory also
gave Clemson a 17-9 record, tying the
Tigers with last year's team for most
victories in a season.
Records and the rest of the season will
mean little in the ACC tournament,
however. Condemned by former UCLA

FISHING TACKLE IN STOCK
Top Name Brands —
Great Prices
Take advantage of the
great weather and the
lakes and streams.

coach John Wooden as being "stupid," the
tournament chooses the official NCAA
representative of the ACC. A Clemson
victory in the finals would create a fair
amount of confusion, inasmuch as the
Tigers are not eligible to advance to the
NCAA tournament.
Before worrying about short-circuiting
the NCAA selection committee, the Tigers
will have to face and defeat Wake Forest in
a Thursday afternoon tilt. Clemson and
Wake's season records in the ACC, regular
season, and against each other are identical, and the contest has been deemed the
closest of the entire tournament. Much
depends on whether or not Clemson will be
able to play the boards, while at the same
time shut off Wake's perimeter shooting.
The winner of the game has the unpleasant
honor of playing against top-seed North
Carolina, and the loser is out of the tournament.

10 MINUTES
OF YOUR TIME
COULDSAVE
A FRIEND'S LIFE.

B
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Netters drop first,
win twice
The Tennis Teams' 1976 season got
underway this past weekend. Head Coach
Chuck Krieses' team won two matches and
lost one.
The tennis team beat Presbyterian
College during the fall, but Presbyterian
turned the tables around as they beat
Clemson 5-4. Presbyterian College had two
new players this spring, while Clemson's
number two and three men did not see any
action.
The Tigers sprang back from their loss
and beat College of Charleston 9-0 and the
Citadel 8-1.
The Citadel match was an experience for
the Tigers due to the fact that the courts
were clay. The Citadel, known for having a
very well conditioned team was no match
for the Tigers even though the match was
on clay courts.
The team has two matches this Saturday, at home, against Richmond and
Penn. State. The teams' outlook is very
optimistic because they have proven they
can win without their second and third
men.

A Super Buy
If It's Your Size!

Miyata 10 p-2 in 21"
frame only, Selling at
Wholesale price —

HARRIS

$

180

Check it out: 654-6821

SPORTING GOODS

107 Earie St. behind First National
jNow Showing*S$i:S?S:SSS$^S:w$SS5:S

It's Hi-spirited Hi-Larity
...ami only you can see him!

j^fl^^

WAUDiSNEY
presents

3l!lCHBEARti)S
GH05I~

Technicolor®
„„«

PETER

DEAN

SUZANNE

astro 3 theatre USTINOV JONES PLESHETTE
COLLEGE AVENUE/654-1670 I SHOWS AT 6:45 & 9:00 MATINEE SAT. & SUN. |
5^^i^giSw!?S5 Starts .Wedn^<^y^^$iSgS:g;p|i|
i She s the ca» girl.
ll€'sthccop.
;tt the body's hot... If the body's cold...
caH
icall hec
to
N
BURT ReyMOLDS
"HU> I LEL-S
wCATHEWriEDeriEUVE
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TENNIS
We have the following tennis racket frames in
stock and will string them to your specifications
with your choice of Nylong Sta-Tight, Vantage I
or II at the following prices (prices include the
stringing)
TremontMAG-l Graphite
Wilson Stan Smith
Jack Kramer (Wilson)
Wilson T-2000
Wilson T-3000
Wilson Chris Evert
Bancroft Bjorn Borg
Bancroft B. J. King
Dunlop AAaxply

the €f#
tiger ^1^
sports shop

$60.00
$40.00
$40.00
$46.00
$52.00
$40.00
$38.00
$38.00
$40.00

We have the following pre-strung rackets in stock
Rawlings John Newcombe
$35.95
Spalding Pancho Gonzales $35.95
And many others such as the Bancroft B-20 at $21.60, The Rawlings metal racket at
$20.40, and several others as low as $9.95
DID YOU KNOW THATTHE TIGER SPORTS SHOP CAN PERSONALIZE YOUR
SPORTSWEAR BY PRINTING NAMES, TIGER PAWS, CLEMSON UNIVERSITY EMBLEMS, AND SEVERALOTHER DESIGNS? Thecost issmall, from 10c
to $1.00 depending on what you want done.
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Coach Parker discusses spring football
by Richard Byrd
"Nowhere did we play as well as we're
going to have to," stated Clemson's head
football Coach Red Parker when he
commented on the outlook for the '76-77
edition of the Tigers.
Parker emphasized three keys to success in the program here: toughness,
agressiveness and confidence. "It's
always been my opinion that confidence
comes from being tough and aggressive.
Last year, we were not tough and we lost
our aggressiveness early. As a result, we
lost our confidence," he continued.
During the off-season, the emphasis has
been on strength, speed, agility and overall conditioning. Coach Parker expressed
satisfaction with the progress made thus
far. The Tigers have ninety people out for
spring practice and will bring thirty more
candidates in this fall.
Commenting on recruiting success,
Parker said, "You never get really
satisfied, but everything considered, we
did okay." He stressed last year's poor
play as a definite handicap. "For the first
time in recent history, we had good success recruiting in Virginia," he added. The
emphasis with recruiting was on the attainment of down lineman and
linebackers. Parker expressed concern
over receiving deficiencies. "It was a
matter of priorities and we needed
lineman and linebackers," said Parker.
Parker expressed satisfaction over the
improvement the squad has made from
practice to practice and during each
practice. "We have fourteen sick or injured and six who have late classes. That's
twenty people who have not been able to
contribute much yet in practice," said
Parker.
Parker compared his recruiting season
with opponents scheduled this fall.
"Maryland, State, and UNC all had outstanding success. Maryland always gets
thirty good athletes, State grabbed some
huge linemen and Carolina brought in
some great runningbacks. UNC needs a

quarterback, though, Maryland returns a
lot of people and State has the finest
defensive line in the east. Georgia and
Tennessee had as much success as they've
had in recent years. We're going to have
our work cut out for us," he stated.
Certainly the most pleasant Tiger
problem will be at quarterback where
three individuals have displayed flashes of
brilliance. Parker said sophomore Willie
Jordan is the best passer. Steve Fuller is
the best runner of the three and senior
signal caller Mike O'Caine is the most
knowledgeable.
"Mike knows the offense inside and out.
He's a tremendous young man. He throws
well and is a determined runner," said
Parker. "Our offense will be centered on a
running quarterback this fall. This is due
to our small running backs. We must have
an established running threat at quarterback. We want to stick with one man at
the job, too. We need consistency there,
especially."
The running backs, led by Scott Eley and
Harold Goggins are small, but extremely
quick. The offensive ends are talented but
lacking in depth. J. V. Cain is a great
blocker at tight end. Joey Walters, Rick
Bustle and Jerry Butler will be solid wide
receivers. The offensive line has been
aggressive in practice so far, displaying
quickness not seen for two seasons at
Clemson.
Defensively, the Tigers are hurting at
linebackers, where two candidates are
injured, one is ill and another has late
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Need Help?
Call The
Crisis Center
Anderson — 225-0234
Oconee — 882-7777
Pickens — 859-9010

Pots Baskets Quilts Planters P? I lows
Toys Lucite Boxes Prints Drawings

classes. The down linemen are experienced. A few redshirts and some
freshmen will contribute.

Sports Schedule

The secondary has a former quarterback playing, Rut Livingston and J.D.
Haglan. "J.D. just wants to play," said
Parker.

March 3
Baseball
Francis Marion at home, 3 p.m.

The Tigers are a young squad which will
certainly not be regarded nearly as high in
the pre-season as last year's edition.
People don't remember how you start,
only how you finish.

March 5
Baseball
Baptist College athome, 3p.m.

Ruggers win
consolation

March 6
Baseball
Baptist College at home, 2 p.m.

The Clemson Rugby team, who played in
a tournament consisting of 64 teams, took
the consolation championship in the Mardi
Gras Rubgy Tournament in New Orleans.
The tournament was the largest rugby
playoff in the world, and the Ruggers
emerged from the play with a tourney
record of 6-1.
Clemson lost its first game to the
powerful Kansas City Blues, 6-0, but won
the next six consecutive games. The
Ruggers defeated Sam Houston 6-0,
Colgate 3-0, Iowa State 14-7, University of
Alabama 15-0, Brookdale, New Jersey, 9-6,
and Topeka, Kansas 12-6 for the title.
Clemson was supported by a group of
about 40 players and fans and quickly
became a crowd favorite because of their
rough style of play.
This weekend, the Ruggers will be involved in another tournament in Greenville. The teams plays Georgia Tech in the
first round Saturday at 10 a.m.

Men's Tennis
Richmond athome, 9 a.m.
Penn State at home, 2 p.m.
Track
South Carolina at home ,1:15p.m.

March 7
Baseball
Madison at home, 2 p.m.
Men's Tennis
Swarthmore at home, 2 p.m.
Bowling
Georgia Tech athome, 1 p.m.

CLEMSON T SHIRTS AND GYM SHORTS
also

LEE & MAVERICK BLUE JEAN PANTS

Furniture For Dolls And People

Bib overalls and straw hats
are in also —

Designer Clothes Butterick And

JUDGE KELLER'S STORE

Vogue Patterns Leiters Fabrics
Calligraphy Place Mats Cutting
Boards Weaving Original Paintings
And Sculpture And Eeyore At

TRAILS SOUTH
formerly Jesse Brown's

WITH EVERYTHING FOR
YOUR WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE
at the mini-mall

114 College Ave. 2nd Fl
Clemson SC 654-4665
Open Mon Sat 1 To 6

M»W

—Backpacking—

—Mountaineering—

—Canoeing—

—Kayaking—
654-1325

Tue-Sat 10-6

Thu ft Fri 'til 8

W^ftM

AAMfttS fittUtTAN
ATTENTION: All ET's beer bust on Lake Hartweh
Sat. All engineering technology students who are interested contact Tom at 654-1397 or George at 639 6885

DELTA
SIGMA
NU:
pre-healthprofession
organization, will meet Wed. in room 302 Rhodes.
Everyone will be welcome.

PHI ETA SIGMA initiates are reminded to meet
Olmbasement on Wed. at 7:30p.m. to make plaques.

SUMMER JOBS—Nantucket Island. Locally published
book lists hundreds of iobs, how to find them, accommodations, survival. Send $4.95 to Ambergris
Publications, Box 883, Nantucket, Mass. 02554. 2-4 weeks,
delivery.

FOR SALE: 1967 Mustang, V-8, 3 SDeed air run «75
Call 882 6162, after 5 p.m.
' S675'

IT'S LEAP year, girls. Call me. 656-6625.
RACKETS RESTRUNG—Tennis
rackets and
raquetball rackets restrung with nylon or gut by Bill
Beckwith, member Professional Racket Stringers
Association. Call 654-3337 or 656-3056 or come by 201 Lark
Cirrlp

LoveEADea?eUsMLaLdEy.SerVam:

REAR ADMIRAL R.B.: Your money or your life.
Unfortunately, neither is worth much. The Swanky
Yankees.
FOR SALE: 1970 Maverick, PS, AT, AC, Tapedeck,
56,000 miles, good shape, $1300 or best offer. Call 654-2080
after 7 p.m.

needed

,hat

CLKM^OKI

MARIE: Thanks for the Valentine and Kiss. I sure
could use another one about now. Bob J.

'ZZT™ ™' °'d 'Urm',Ure' and ""-t.

ROVE KRIS: Congrats on being the proud Granpa of
four poodles...I didn't know you had it in youl Renee A.
Lunatic.

FOR SALE: Nishiki International Bike, excellent con.
$100. BSR turntable, never been used...$50. Call Bon after
6 p.m. at 654-6730.

ATTIC SALE: antiques, etc. Sat., 9 a.m. 2 p.m. at
Calhoun Corners Mezzanine (across from city hall-the
old depot).

You know what pollution is.
But not everyone does.
So the next time you see pollution,
don't close your eyes to it.

announcements
cards, informals
on wedding inat 654-4804.

BASIL: Thanks for being here. It is nice to know that I
am not the only one who contemplates murder and
suicide. Love, Calidoriia

DEAR E.S.A.. IIP. Cra Z! And I LOVE it! N.C.M.

AM FM Boman car radio from 1976 Datsun 710 Excellent con. $50 Call 882-8876 after 4:30 p.m. and 656-3014
until 4:30 p.m. Also a Craig car cassette tape player
without speakers for $50.

ABORTION AND
BIRTH CONTROL

Information And Referral-No Fee
Referral Up To 24 Weeks. General
Anesthesia.
Vasectomy and Tubal Ligation
Also Available.
Free Pregnancy Test. Call PCS.
Non-Profit ...

202-298-7995

FOR SALE: electric guitar and amp. Sekova Les
PaulCpy with hard case. Peavy Pacer 100 amp with 12
inch speaker, 45 watts RMS. 4 months old. Best offer.
Call 654-6522.

r Gun In The West Joins With
t-

RESEARCH

The Most

Brutal
Hands In

.The East!

FREE CATALOG!

Write or call for your copy of our
latest catalog of over 5,fJ00 research studies. These studies are
designed to HELP YOU IN THE
PREPARATION of:

LO
LIEH

• Research Papers
• Essays
• Case Studies
• Speeches
• Book Reviews
WE ALSO DO CUSTOM WRITING

MINUTE RESEARCH
1360 N. Sandburg, #1602
Chicago, Illinois 60610
312-337-2704

^

*^J

THE STRANGER AND
THE GUNFIGHTER
Now Thru
Tues. Mar. 9

Technicolw ■ Panavision •

demson theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/ 654 3230

Why boycott
Gallo Wines?
Because Gallo
is trying to
destroy the

union its
workers built.

5R-50A
$67.50
SR-5IA ..... 99.95

MAROr-1-6
6:00pH

SR-52 $299,951
PROSMMMABLE WITH OPTIONAL ,
PRINTER. AVAILABLE SOON

NEW. ALL ACCESSORIES
FULL (I) m. WARRANTY
30 DAY REPLACEMENT

Texas Instruments
electronic colculotors
• SHIPPED

FREE*

NO SALES TAX FOR OUT Of STATE CUSTOMERS
CHECKS. H.0. OR C.O.D. (51.50 COO. FEE)

United Farm Workers
of America (AFL-CIO)
P.O. Box 62

Survttfori Supply Company
P. 0. BOX 999 104 IV. CHATHAM STREET
APEX, NORTH CAROLINA 27502
(9I9J 362-7000

PMlssioKt.

Keene, Ca. 93531

March 4,1976

-

JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer iob
Sn.oarfer- Send M f0r inf0 ,0 SEAFAX, Dept. JU Box
2049, Port Angeles, Wash. 98362

and

CJITDYV! "at

WEDDING INVITATIONS and
engraved and beauty graved. Calling
and stationery (one week delivery
vitations.) Phone Isaqueena Services

' '

WANTED: Jam for the rest of my bread. ..Goof off.

JODDY FROM Haverhill: Happy Birthday!

Classifieds *********
win

ThankS

FOR SALE: Yamaha 6 string gggggguitar. $150. Call
Marie at 656-6246.

THE MYSTERY ROACH requests that you listen to his
radio program on WSBF, Fridays from 3 to 7. Cash in on
the Great American Bikini contest, the Wet T-shirt
contest, and other various and sundry items.

RENEE A. LUNATIC: Sometimes you
sometimes you lose. You lose. Rove, Kris

WANTED: Band for Lever social function. Phone 6566671.

I GOT IT in again Marie!!!...Rove, Kris

FRANK does not have much to say at this time. He will
give a poignant comment on the times next week.
ORDER OF ATHENA will meet Mon. at 6 p.m
Smith Lounge.

CUSTOM MADE macrame, hanging baskets, wall
'■angings etc. Call Sandy or Todd at 654-1717.

page IS

Campus Colloquy
Standing on Your Own Feet
Editor's Note: Campus Colloquy is a
syndicated column which appears from
time to time in the Tiger for the enjoyment
of our readers.
(Now 82 years old, and still increasingly
familiar figure all over the United States,
Colonel Harland Sanders is the famous
creator of "finger-lickin'-good" Kentucky
Fried Chicken. An avid philanthropist for
many years, he has repeatedly donated
large sums of money to charity, colleges,
childrensV hospitals, orphanages, and
youth organizations. Just recently, the
Colonel has been honored by both the
Salvation Army and the National Council
of Christians and Jews for his efforts in the
field of human relations.)
Everyone of you is looking forward to
standing on his own feet and making his
own way in the world. But before you can
stand on your own feet, you must have
something more in your head than the
desire to stand up. You need to know
enough to keep your balance. That is why
young people go to school and university
and go to church. In this changing world, it
is not enough to have in your head nothing
more than there was yesterday.
What have you that is particular to
yourself; a point of distinction, something
in which you are proficient? That is the
feature to display and develop. The thing
to do is find your best quality and bring it
to maturity. Thomas Fuller said this in a
book he published in 1640. "Good is not
good when proceeding from them from
whom far better is expected."
To choose, or select, or decide a man
needs standards by which to judge. He
may be ignorant about how to do a thing,
but that will be cured by learning and by
trying to acquire the skills need for his
particular job.
One who is striving to be great in
whatever line of endeavor he has chosen
will find satisfaction in doing so with his
own natural qualities and vitality rather
than in dependence on other people. By
combining
industry,
enthusiasm,
knowledge, and ability, a man will become
outstanding.
The firmness with which you stand and
the success that attends your effort
depends upon the intensity of your purpose
and your perseverance.
It has been said that 90 per cent of the
world's failures are quitters.
A man has to believe in himself. Standing on your own feet means having
confidence in your ability to do some task,
the outcome of which is desirable but not
certain. Self confidence may be promoted

by
Col.
Sanders

by finding or creating an interest in
something about it. This is the opposite of
the wishy-washy habit of copying the
actions and mannerisms of other people.
To stand on your own feet does not mean
being indifferent or neutral. A vigorous
constructive attitude is needed. No bright
idea and no great achievement will be
brought forth by a negative fault-finding
mind. Nothing worthwhile is gained
without effort. One needs to have a vital
spirit behind one's work.
Mean in both public and private enterprise may be moved to take money,
gain fame, or wield power, but there is a
fourth aspiration more rewarding than
any of these: "The desire to do a good job,
to make some contribution to the advancement of their industry or profession.
To make mistakes is far more honorable
than to escape making them through never
moving.
A wise man regards his present situation
as only a sketch of a picture he must finish.
If he does not try to do a little more or a
little better than he can do easily, he will
never learn the best that he is capable of
doing.
You would be a wise man to not allow
yourself to become elated by the things
you come to possess. When a man becomes
eminent, he should carry his honors with
gentleness and the absence of arrogance.
Guard against allowing success to go to
your head. The tightness of your halo may
cause headaches.
It is comparatively easy to prosper by
trickery, the violation of confidence, oppression of the weak, sharp practices,
cutting corners —all of these methods that
we are so prone to palliate and condone as
business shrewdness. It is difficult to
prosper by keeping promises, the
deliverance of value in goods, in services
and in deeds — and in meeting of so-called
shrewdness with sound merit and good
ethics.
The easy way is efficacious and
speedy—the hard way arduous and long.
But as the clock ticks, the easy way
becomes harder and the hard way
becomes easier. And as the calendar
records the years, it becomes increasingly
evident that the easy way rests hazardously upon shifting sands, whereas the
hard way builds solidly a foundation of
confidence that cannot be swept away.
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